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INDIVIDUALIZATION OF IMPROVING THE THROWING TECHNIQUES
WITH CROSS-OVER STEP OF HANDBALL PLAYERS OF HIGH
QUALIFICATION
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Annotation. To individualize the improvement of throwing technique as a
result of the comparative analysis of kinematic characteristics shows the lack of
individual flaws in the throwing technique. the pedagogical experiment shows the
development of groups of special exercises and combined them into training
programs for each handball player.
Key words: handball throws in the supporting position, kinematic
characteristics and technical skill assessment.
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Introduction. In the process of improving the throwing technique for handball
players of high qualification, which has special consideration in the individual
characteristics of the technique. The Necessity of studying the optimization of the
process of improving handball throws based on the study of their biomechanical
structure which is relevant in the present time [2]. The determination of the level of
technical prepared the handball players, which shows the comparative of variable
effectiveness of throwing techniques inwhich allows the revealing of individual
features techniques and increasing the effectiveness of improving process in the
technical skill of handball players which based on using the individual training
programs [1, 3].
The aim of the study is to justify the using of pedagogical programs of
technical training in the individualization of the improving process in the throwing
technique.
To achieve this goal, we have to follow these tasks:
1. Evaluate the technique of throwing handball players and identify specific features
of their implementation.
2. Develop pedagogical programs improve the technique of performing throws and
test their effectiveness.
Methods of research: analyzing of scientific methodological literature;
laboratory experiment of using the instrumental techniques for recording the
kinematic characteristics of handball throws (video shooting, opto-electronic
hardware and software complex "Video analysis 3D" and "Star Trace Tracker");
methods of statistical processing of measurement results.
Results. According to the selected the variable information of the throwing
technique; the cards set in order to evaluate the individual characteristics of the
technique to make the throws, which allows clearly to lay out the deficiencies of
individual technique of performing throwing technique through these indicators.
Based on the calculation of average indicators and the standard deviation of the
kinematic characteristics, tables are developed for estimating the throwing technique
for handball players, which can be used to evaluate and develop practical
recommendations. Each result corresponds with five intervals of results, which are
characterized by a corresponding qualitative assessment of the technique: "very bad",
"bad", "medium", "good" and "excellent.
Based on the study of the constructing structure of throwing with cross-over
step and put its requirements which cross ponding with the technical skill of carrying
out throws by handball players, which directed by using the underlying kinematic
mechanisms. A complex of exercises were putting to improving the throwing
technique of individual programs:
complex exercises directed to increase the run speed rate and adopt the doubleseat position;
Complex exercises directed the performing of setting of the right leg and
extension of it in the hip and knee joint;
Complex exercises directed to perform double-seat position and transfer the
center of gravity on standing in front of the leg and the torso of the trunk forward;
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Complex exercises directed at performing by a swing hand with rotating of the
trunk and a successive acceleration the joint of the hand.
For each handball player in the individual programs for improving the throwing
technique which recommended, where was corresponding to correct the lack of
variable techniques. Individualization of technical training consists of selection of
exercises for each player on the basis of an estimation of the kinematic characteristics
of his technique.
The load indicators in individual classes varied which is depending on the
stages of the one-year cycle of preparation for the higher league team. Depending on
the weekly microcycle; for an individual sessions will be held every week. On a
yearly chart, the hours will be distributed through a clear training for the competitions
in September, December and February. According to technique training, there are
extra hours which given to individual training programs for each training session.
In September, before the performance of the pedagogical experiment ,the
camera captured a video of throwing handball by high qualification players .in March
, after the pedagogical experiment, it recaptured another video for those handball
players.
After the pedagogical experiment ,for each player who has a positive change in the
kinematic characteristics of the throwing technique.
In the process of improving the individual of throwing techniques, special
exercise complexes used in the training process which directed to the structure of
variable lack of individual technique and combined to training program for each
handball player.
The individual programs is improving the throwing techniques with cross-over
step, sets of complex exercises used to increase the run-up speed, perform a two-post
position, set the right leg, perform a swing with the rotation of the trunk and
successive acceleration of the joint hand.
In conclusion, the technical training of handball players based on the results of
our studies where have been put a set of practical recommendations through the
evaluation of the level of individual skill in performing throw and use the individual
program in the preparation of handball players of high qualification. The obtained
data expand the idea of improving the technical skills of handball players and can be
used in the process of improving the skills of specialists in the theory and
methodology handball.
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